A comparative study of super-and highly-deformed bands in the 
mean field (RMF) theory to the rotating frame. CRMF theory is a fully self-consistent theory. On the contrary, in the CN model the total energy is described as a sum of the rotating liquid drop energy and the shell correction energy. This leaves some room for inconsistencies between macroscopic and microscopic parts as illustrated for example in Refs. [13, 14] . However, it is commonly accepted that the CN model provides a reasonable description of the nuclear many-body problem. Both models have been very successful in describing different aspects of SD bands in the A ∼ 140 − 150 mass region (see e.g. [7, 15] and [6, 13] ). The details of the formalisms of these two approaches can be found in Refs. [7, 15] and in Refs. [11, 12] , respectively.
CRMF calculations have been performed with three parameterizations of the RMF Lagrangian (NL1 [16] , NL3 [17] and NLSH [18] ) in order to define the force best suited for the description of rotational properties of the nuclei with N ≈ Z. Since the results with NL3 are rather close to the ones with NLSH, they are not shown in some figures. The spatial components of the vector mesons (nuclear magnetism) play an extremely important role for the description of moments of inertia [19] . They are taken into account in a fully self-consistent way. 
13.5hω
F 0 have been used in the diagonalization. The increase of the fermionic space compared with the truncation scheme used in Ref. [7] was necessary because in the present study, we compare experimental and calculated excitation energies relative to rigid rotor reference which requires high accuracy in the calculation of energies. Note, however, that the energy cutoff E cut−of f F ≤ 11.5hω F 0 provides a rather good description of moments of inertia and the quadrupole and hexadecupole moments and thus it can be used for a more systematic investigations.
In the CN calculations, the standard set of the parameters for the Nilsson potential [11] has been used. In both approaches, pairing correlations are not taken into account.
Therefore, the results can be considered as realistic only in the region of high spins, say I ≥ 15h. However, for some configurations the paired band crossings at low spin will be blocked and thus, in these cases, the results of the calculations are not expected to deviate significantly from experiment even at lower spin values; for details see the discussion in Ref. [15] . To label the configurations we use the shorthand notation [p 1 p 2 , n 1 n 2 ] where p 1 (n 1 ) is the number of proton (neutron) f 7/2 holes and p 2 (n 2 ) is the number of proton (neutron) g 9/2 particles. Superscripts to the orbital labels are used to indicate the sign of signature r (r = ±i) of the orbital.
According to the CRMF and the CN approaches, the doubly-magic SD band in 60 Zn has a [22, 22] structure in the notation defined above. In this configuration, all single-particle levels below the Z = N = 30 SD shell gaps are occupied (see Fig. 1 ). At the spins of interest, this band is well separated from excited SD configurations (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [4] ).
The experimental observables (J (1) , J (2) at Ω x ≥ 1.1 MeV and Q t ) are well described in both approaches (see Figs. 2c,d and 4). At Ω x ∼ 0.95 MeV, the observed band undergoes a paired band crossing, the description of which is not addressed in the present calculations.
Note that this is a N = Z nucleus, so the proton-neutron pairing correlations could play some role at high spin.
Contrary to 60 Zn, the bands in 58 Cu and 62 Zn are not linked to the low-spin level scheme and thus their parities and spins are not known experimentally. Considering the available single-particle orbitals in the vicinity of the Z = N = 30 SD shell gaps (see Fig. 1 (Fig. 3) , it was found that the physical observables (J (1) , J (2) and i ef f ) are best described when the configurations [21, 21] and [22, 24] are assigned to the bands in 58 Cu and 62 Zn, respectively. The configuration [21, 21] in 58 Cu is calculated to be energetically favored over a considerable spin range in both approaches and also in the cranked
Hartree-Fock approach with Skyrme forces [8] .
The experimental J , the 62 Zn configurations [22, 22] and [22, 23] , which are calculated lowest in energy, were considered instead. However, especially when compared with the band in 60 Zn, it becomes evident that these configurations do not provide a satisfactory description of the observed properties of SD band in 62 Zn. The configuration with only one neutron hole in the f 7/2 orbital can be excluded for similar reasons but also because its signature partner is calculated degenerate in energy contrary to experiment where no signature partner band has been observed so far.
The calculated high energy of the configuration assigned to the observed band in 62 Zn suggests that the parameterizations used might not be optimal with respect of description SD shell gap but will bring the conf. [22, 24] in 62 Zn closer to the yrast line. Note that this will also make the N = 38 shell gap seen in Fig. 1 will be essential to establish the ordering of single-particle levels around the N = 30 SD shell gap and to determine the accuracy with which existing theories describe the alignment properties of single-particle orbitals. This should help to clarify how the models should be further improved to give an even better description of the variety of rotational structures observed in this mass region.
As inferred from the analysis of effective alignments in Fig. 3 , with the present configuration assignments, the lowest transition in the highly- (2) and J (1) (under these spin assignments) are reproduced rather well in the calculations (see Fig. 2 ).
Considering the distribution of particles and holes over high-and low-j orbitals at low spin one obtains the 'maximum' spins of the configurations of the observed bands as I = 29 'maximum' spin are collective due to the interaction between high-and low-j orbitals of the N = 3 shell, i.e. these bands do not terminate in the usual sense. Even so, the properties of these bands are strongly influenced by the limited angular momentum content of their single-particle configurations. Indeed, several features of these bands are similar to those of smooth terminating bands observed in the A ∼ 110 mass region [12] and in 62,64 Zn [2, 22] . Such features are the smooth drop of the dynamic moment of inertia J (2) with increasing rotational frequency to values much lower than the kinematic moment of inertia J (1) . Furthermore, a gradual drop of collectivity (i.e. a drop of transition quadrupole moment Q t ) is predicted with increasing spin for both kinds of bands, something which at present has been experimentally confirmed [2, 21] show that the above mentioned features are common for the SD and highly-deformed bands in the A ∼ 60 − 70 mass region. Thus a rigid-rotor assumption (J (1) ≈ J (2) ) sometimes used in the analysis of SD bands is not valid in this mass region. Indeed, in line with previous studies [24] , we can conclude that it is not so much the deformation (at I = 0) of a band which determines if it is rigid-rotor like or not but rather how far away the band is from its 'maximum' spin value. Therefore, it is in general much more difficult to find rigid-rotor like rotational bands in light nuclei because the 'maximum' spin within the yrast and near-yrast configurations is generally much lower than in heavier nuclei.
One should note the important role of the first two f 7/2 holes (in [303]7/2 orbitals at prolate shape) in the stabilization of high-and superdeformation for the nuclei around Z = N = 30. Their influence is twofold. First, they significantly contribute to the quadrupole moment (see Ref. [25] ). In this respect the highly-deformed and SD bands in the A ∼ 60 mass region are similar to the ones in the A ∼ 135 mass region, where the proton g 9/2
holes play an important role in stabilization of superdeformation (see Ref. [26] ). Second, the contribution to the 'maximum' spin of these f 7/2 holes is comparable with the contribution from the g 9/2 particles. For example, full alignment of two highest f 7/2 holes gives 6h, while full alignment of two lowest g 9/2 particle gives 8h in angular momentum.
The SD and highly-deformed bands in the A ∼ 60 mass region are characterized by very large transition energies reaching 3.2 MeV or more at the top of all three bands studied here. For these bands, the excitation energies drawn relative to rigid rotor reference appears to provide the best measure of how well the theory describes the response of the nuclei to rotation as illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . Note, however, that since the pairing correlations are neglected in the calculations the comparison between theory and experiment should be made not with respect to the ground state but with respect to some high spin state. Indeed, in this kind of plot the difference between different approaches and different parameterizations of the RMF theory is more clearly seen compared with the plot of dynamic and kinematic moments of inertia (see Fig. 2 ). Comparing different results one can conclude that the best description of excitation energies within configurations at high spin is obtained within the CRMF theory with the NLSH and NL3 forces for 60,62 Zn while the band in 58 Cu is somewhat better described in the CN model. Concerning relative energies of different configurations (not shown in Fig. 4) , none of the approaches give the configuration assigned to the SD band in 62 Zn as yrast with somewhat larger discrepancies in the CRMF than in the CN approach.
In conclusion, the cranked relativistic mean field theory and the configuration-dependent shell-correction approach with the cranked Nilsson potential have been used for a study of super-and highly-deformed rotational bands in the A ∼ 60 mass region. The experimental observables like the dynamic moment of inertia J (2) and the transition quadrupole moments Q t are well described by both approaches. Using the fact that the yrast SD band in 60 Zn is linked to the low-spin level scheme it was shown that by means of the effective alignment approach it is possible to establish absolute spin values for the unlinked highly-deformed and superdeformed bands in neighboring nuclei. Thus for the first time it becomes possible to compare theory with experiment in a direct way also for spin-dependent physical observables like kinematic moment of inertia, J (1) , and excitation energies as a function of spin, E(I), for superdeformed bands in the unpaired regime. It was found that a much lower value of the dynamic J (2) than the kinematic J (1) moment of inertia at high spin is rather general feature of SD and highly-deformed bands in this mass region. 
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